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Stockholm is the capital and the largest city of Sweden. It is popularly referred as Venice of the
North, due to its beauty, skillfully designed structures and architecture, many amazing parks and
cleanliness. 

Stockholm is the wonderful spot to visit for sightseeing, eating scrumptious food, and visiting the
different museums. Cheap flights to Stockholm are offered by many travel providers online. Book
the best one and enjoy your sightseeing tour to this chic Swedish city.

Accommodations are quite expensive yet luxurious in Stockholm, but with little research you can get
the best value for your money. For the best hotel deal, walk down few kilometers outside city center.
You will find myriad of modish rooms at affordable rates.

Things to see and do in Stockholm: -

There are numerous things you can see and do in Stockholm, given below are few significant things
to look for:

The Royal Palace is the most famous tourist hotspot in Sweden. The palace is situated in the Old
Town. It is one of the royal attractions of the city with around 608 rooms spread widely. The Royal
Palace is one of the biggest palaces in the world. Some of the unique attractions to see here is the
huge collections of crown, scepters, orbs, and other royal symbolic objects kept in the Treasure
Chamber, located deep in the basement of the palace. The decoration of each room is quite
exquisite and designed in a unique style ranging from baroque to rococo and eclectic styles of 19th
century. With several flights to Stockholm available, book the best deal todayâ€¦!

Cuisine is the chief attraction of any destination, therefore to know about the place, eating its local
dish is a must do activity. Every dish and food of Stockholm is catered for every budget. If you fancy
eating a gourmet meal, then you are the right place as Stockholm boasts some of the top chefâ€™s
restaurant. Dining in Edsbacka Krog while charge you high, but the foods served here are
absolutely exquisite and the service will make you feel yourself as an important person. Look for
best flight deal and book the most suitable one for you holiday to the Swedish city.

You can also visit some of the great museums of the city while holidaying in Stockholm. The city has
more than 65 museum, art galleries, numerous parks and public gardens, and plenty of place enjoy
a great shopping experience. Vasa Museum is the popular holiday spot located down by the harbor.
Tourists with a great interest in naval history will enjoy visiting this museum.  Buy airline tickets at
economical rates and see the ancient charms of Stockholm.
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